A structural comparison of 'real' and 'model' calmodulin clarified allosteric interactions regulating domain motion.
Calmodulin (CaM) is a multifunctional calcium-binding protein, which regulates various biochemical processes. CaM acts via structural changes and complex forming with its target enzymes. CaM has two globular domains (N-lobe and C-lobe) connected by a long linker region. Upon calcium binding, the N-lobe and C-lobe undergo local conformational changes, after that, entire CaM wraps the target enzyme through a large conformational change. However, the regulation mechanism, such as allosteric interactions regulating the conformational changes, is still unclear. In order to clarify the allosteric interactions, in this study, experimentally obtained 'real' structures are compared to 'model' structures lacking the allosteric interactions. As the allosteric interactions would be absent in calcium-free CaM (apo-CaM), allostery-eliminated calcium-bound CaM (holo-CaM) models were constructed by combining the apo-CaM's linker and the holo-CaM's N- and C-lobe. Before the comparison, the 'real' and 'model' structures were clustered and cluster-cluster relationship was determined by a principal component analysis. The structures were compared based on the relationship, then, a distance map and a contact probability analysis clarified that the inter-domain motion is regulated by several groups of inter-domain contacting residue pairs. The analyses suggested that these residues cause inter-domain translation and rotation, and as a consequence, the motion encourage structural diversity. The resultant diversity would contribute to the functional versatility of CaM.